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Hidden Treasures in Project Wonder
 
Chuck El:  [0:01] OK, welcome to Hidden Treasures in Project Wonder from the spirit of Mike Shragg, whereabouts unknown. Luckily for you, it's being channeled by me, Chuck El so you don't have to look at Mike, you get to look at me for the next hour. I'm sure everybody is very happy about that. [0:21] OK, so what we're going to do in this session is look at a bunch of stuff in Project Wonder that maybe you haven't seen before. The ghost of Mike Shragg, back when he was still alive and working on this, looked at, as he says, "Every damn method in Wonder," with the emphasis on "damn".
[0:39] Seriously, he looked at every one. I don't know if he looked at every one in every single project because there's a lot of weirdo stuff in there, but he spent a long time looking at it. In Mike's impression, if it was a cool method, if it was something useful, then it's in this presentation. And if it's not, it's not. He also didn't include, obviously, stuff that's common and well‑known.
[1:01] OK, so what you're getting is not an in‑depth analysis of all these different things. You're just getting basically, "Here it is. It exists. Here is a very quick idea of how to use it. For any further details, look at what little documentation there is on Project Wonder." I'm sure I've seen a comment in there someplace. You can also look at the source code and go, "What on earth is that doing?"
[1:27] So, we'll start out with Typesafe Page with Name. This is an extension on a Page With Name thing that we've looked at in a few WOWODCs in the past. It uses generics to save you some typing time. The definition is that it's a type that extends a WO component, returns that type in page name, takes that type as a parameter.
[1:53] This method is there already in ERX Application, ERX Direct Action, ERX WO Component. So if you're using Wonder, if you're using those classes, it's right there for you to use. If you're not, then you're going to have to patch this into your own code.
[2:07] The main advantage of it is that there is less typing to do. You don't type cast, you don't have to type a bunch of other stuff. Refactoring updates them, which is particularly important for compiler speeling errors as Mike would...
[2:23] The traditional way of treating page components is that you type in the string, and of course then somebody comes along and they rename the component. Then half your app breaks and you have to go do a search and replace to find it again. So here are three ways of doing it. Now, the old way...It's like the pure Web Objects way is to pass a string through the Page With Name method which is matched up to your component name.
[2:45] The new way that people started doing a few years back was basically the same method, but they passed in the class's git name method. In the new way, you avoid the git name at the end of it and you avoid the cast at the front of it. It's a different method. It takes a different parameter, a class type, and returns an instance of that class. So this is the designated cool way to do things for all the cool new kids. For old people like me, you still use a string class.
IVersion Manager : [3:14] This is an interface. The focus of this was to allow you to deploy static resources, and updates the static resources, having less impact on your running applications. So you can go out there, you can update the static resources without having it impact people running the existing application that is expecting an older version of it.
That's the whole focus. It gives you better control over where resource‑caching comes from. It requires that you, or allows, depending upon how you want to look at it, infinite exploration of resources in Apache, so [inaudible 03: [3:38] 51] expires.
[3:53] So with this turned on, what you want to do is you want to have Apache tell the browsers, this is valid forever, so that they won't come back to the web server and request a new one. And what it allows is the actual URL that the browser sees to change as the versions in the back end change. There are pluggable versioning schemes . The default is what you get now. There is a properties one which simply appends a version number to the URL to indicate different versions as you update it.
[4:25] And if you have some other need, you can rule your own, because as you see, it's just an interface. So we'll take a quick look at how this works. So the first one, ERX Extensions, ERX Resource Manager, Version Manager properties indicates how you want the versioning scheme to run. The default one sets the version that goes on all of the resources. And if you have particular resources, like you update one but not the others, then you can indicate by having a bundled name and a resource name.
[4:58] This particular file has a different version. And at the bottom you can see what it does. And it simply adds a question mark and appends the version number onto the URL. And that is enough to make the browser think it's something different, and it goes back to Apache and gets a fresh copy and caches it.
[5:14] So what this means is you can go, you can copy new resources onto the server. Change the properties file to set to new thing. Then when that app restarts, anybody going to that will start picking up the new resource versions. This one I find really quite useful. I assume most people are using Log4j. If you're not using Log4j, you're stupid. It's got to come up every year, sometime.
[5:46] One of the problems with Log4j if you're just using it out of the box is that you're in production, something goes wrong, you want more logging information. But it's stuck on Info. So you've got to stop the application, change the log thing, start it back up again. What this does is it gives you an HTML page at run time, and you can see all the different login levels, and you can change them however you want.
[6:08] Obviously this is a little bit dangerous. If somebody goes in there and finds a page and turns your whole app on to trace, and things start to slow down, people aren't going to be happy. You're probably going to want to put a password on it with ER Extensions, ERX Log4j password. Pick something clever. And there is a rather large screen of what it looks like.
[6:29] So what it gives you is all the active loggers, and the level that each one is at. And at the top left‑hand side you can see there is an update button. So if you change that, hit the update, it automatically changes that logger in that one instance to be what you want.
[6:48] So if your users are hitting a problem, you can go in there, you can say, "OK. I need the login information from this page." You go here. Turn it on. Hit update. Ask them to do it again. There is your debug information. Turn it off. So it allows you to pinpoint go from info logging to very detailed logging and back again.
[7:09] This only shows the active loggers. So that's the loggers that have been instantiated yet. If you're in a situation where your app has just started, it hasn't used the logger, you can actually go in and type in at the top or I think, oh yeah, the Show All button will show all the possible loggers. So even ones that haven't been instantiated yet you can turn on.
[7:33] This is another thing in logging, also very useful. I'm sure everybody knows about turning on adapter logging. Again, the problem, as with Log4j is, if you have to turn off your application, turn it on and then turn back on your application, it's not very convenient for production logging.
[7:48] And again, this obviously has a pretty significant impact on performance. Again, there is a password on it. A different thing but the same idea. So you can password‑protect it. And there is just one direct action, EO adapter debugging. And it takes settings of on‑off, true‑false, one‑zero, yes‑no, and almost anything else you might think it takes. So you don't even have to remember what the parameter values are.
[8:18] So that allows you to turn it on, take a quick look at what is being spit out to the database, and turn it back off again, and go on with your life. So very handy for debugging in production.
[8:31] ERX Main Runner. This originally came about, I believe, because of unit testing. When people wanted to be able to unit‑test, but they needed all the associated stuff that gets set up with Wonder, like the properties referencing properties referencing properties telling you which property to reference in the properties. Isn't that how it works? I think so. Pretty close to it.
[8:55] So there are lots of things that happen when a Wonder application starts up that don't happen when a normal Web Objects application starts up. And that's what ERX Main Runner is for. So it goes through and just sets Wonder up like it's a web application, but doesn't start the web stack. And then it runs a main method inside of that Wonder application context. And the Main method can be in any class, I believe.
[9:20] So you can see an example there, Java. Set up the class path with the long, convoluted class path to whatever your application requires. Set the Main class for the JVM to run as the ERX Main Runner. And then add the extra Main class parameter of whatever class it is you want to run, whether that's your unit test class or your tool class or anything else.
[9:42] So it's also useful for command line tools, if you want something that doesn't have a UI, something that just reads the database and dumps it out to CVS. You can also use this.
[9:56] ERX application underscore rewrite rule. How many people here use rewrite rules with their application? A few. It's good for a lot of public‑facing applications, because you can give users a nice URL to get into it. It's useful for some things, like if you want to have an internal thing where there are two or three different entry points in it, instead of a user having to remember a long URL, or bookmarking something, you can use rewrites.
[10:24] The problem with this usually is that Web Objects is not going to generate the URL for you. So you've either got to make your own little contest class or you've got to make a factory to make all the URLs or do something like this. So this basically gives you one method to do it all.
[10:42] And as with anything in rewrite rules, you can't do it all in Web Objects. There has to be a corresponding rule set up in your Apache configuration. So even this isn't going to do the Apache configuration for you.
[10:54] Here are some examples. There is the simple way, which is to set it up with the properties. As with everything in Wonder, everything's a property. I swear. If you can find it. So it basically works on a pattern replace thing. A very simple search and replace. So ERX application, replace application, path dot pattern, and then a corresponding named one with the replace thing. So what this thing is saying is, go through and any time you see /cgi‑bin/webobjects /yourapp.woa, take that out, put in /yourwoapp.
And that means that whenever Web Objects normally generates that part of the URL, what's actually going to go back to the browser is something like: [11:31] http://server.com/yourapp.wa.default. Now of course, you still have to take care of the Apache side of this. And there is an Apache rewrite rule there that says, any URL that starts with yourapp and ends with whatever after that gets changed back into cgi‑bin, Web Objects, yourapp, and follows on with the rest of it.
[12:00] So at least that takes a big chunk out of the URL, makes it simpler, more friendly for the users, you're not looking at this big long URL, freaking out. So that's the easy way. That's the very simple search‑replace properties way.
[12:14] Again, it's a Swiss army knife. It can do almost anything. And to do almost anything, you have the complex method, and what that does is say, instead of doing it just in a properties file, we're going to put it back into Java. And you have the full power of Java in anything that you want to do.
So the convert URL with [inaudible 12: [12:29] 31] or something is an exercise left to the reader. Good luck with that one. But it'll pass you a URL, and you can do pretty much anything you want to it. And of course, having done that, then you've got to go back to Apache and figure out how to go the other way on it.
[12:51] ERX redirect. This is a cool one. Thank you, Mike. Thank you, thank you. I use this one a lot. If you're using Ajax, this is really super‑useful. It's a drop‑in replacement for woo redirect plus another cool API that allows you to do a bunch of useful stuff. A regular HTTP 302 redirect just takes you from one URL to another. So in Web Objects, usually what you have to do is you have to have a direct action to get back into wherever you were in it.
[13:24] What this one does, it allows you just to say, OK, here is a component instance, redirect to that. And this code takes care of all the URL munging and going back and forth. If you're using Ajax instead of studying the HTTP header to do the redirect, it does a document.location.href. So this means you can do a redirect in Ajax. So this is particularly useful when you're in Ajax and you want to go off to a different page.
[13:50] Because you can just break out of Ajax with this, redirect to a different page. It supports HTTPS going back and forth, and it has a nice API for setting query parameters, which is completely lacking on the normal redirect. So here is an example of how to use it. The top line shows you just a standard page with name, using the cool page name that takes a class parameter.
[14:16] And just set up a page like you normally do. Set whatever objects you need into it, pass set page to redirect, and return it. And it'll handle the rest of it. That's a very, very useful thing.
[14:30] Use secure session cookies. If you're storing the session ID and the instance number in cookies, and you want some halfway‑decent security in your application, you're going to want to have your application secured for HTTPS. The problem is by default, Web Objects doesn't make the cookies secure, so that it's possible, with a man in the middle attack, to get your application to do an HTTP request and expose your session ID and instance number. Instance number is not so important, the session ID is.
[15:09] What this does is it goes in and makes those cookies secure by default. That means you can't have some of your pages on HTTP and some on HTTPS because you're not going to get the session going back and forth. Your HTTP pages are going to be session less, your SSL protected pages will have the session. You can go back and forth as long as your HTTP pages are either static or they don't use sessions.
[15:38] Very simple method to turn on in your session subclass. Just implement the use secure session cookies, return true or, as always with Wonder, yeah, there's a property. ERX extension ERX session, use secure session cookies equals true. We should just do away with code in Wonder. We should just make it all properties... There you go, directed properties. Coming at WOWO DC 2011, directed properties.
[16:12] This is a bit of UI candy for you. ERX Flickr batch navigation. Mike says WOA batch navigation bar looks like ass. When I read this the first time I realized Mike is not an ass man. It's basically a drop in replacement, it's functionally the same, the API is the same. The only thing that's different is it doesn't look like Mike's impression of ass. There are some examples of a running application on the bottom.
[16:48] Those have been slightly tweaked from what's in Wonder but with a little bit of CSS magic you can make it look like a whole bunch of very nice things. It's an easy drop‑in replacement. Change one word, you're done.
[17:01] ERX data hyperlink. When Mike first showed this to me I thought why didn't I think of that? This is, again, super useful. This is almost as useful as ERX redirect, maybe more useful. It's a pretty common thing in Web Objects. You're going from page A to page B. Page A is maybe a list of, I don't know, books, and you want to go to the detail on page B.
You have to write a method in your Java code to say OK, take the book, put it in page B, [inaudible 17: [17:25] 31] page B back. I'm sure we've all written it hundreds and hundreds of times. Here you go. It does that. No code. It's exactly like ERX hyperlink. API's exactly the same. All you have to do is go into your WAD file or your HTML if you're using in‑line bindings, change WOA hyperlink to ERX data hyperlink and it will automatically pass the attributes along for you.
[17:54] Automatically calls the accessor methods. It's safe, it doesn't leak data to the user. I have no idea what Mike meant by that but that's what it doesn't do.
Man 1:  [18:06] It doesn't rely on the user [inaudible 18:08] URL to go back to look up the object. The filings of the state are on the surface.
Chuck:  [18:17] OK. An example, he says, will make more sense, and we hope so. Here it is. We've got the list page we talked about and on it we have the page name, which you normally wouldn't have in a WOA hyperlink, and a person equals current person. On the person page, let me see, we have the standard void set person. [18:40] What this component does is it looks for all the bindings besides the obvious WOA hyperlink ones. If your parameter's name is class or ID or something like that it's not going to work because it's going to think it's HTML. But for anything else that is not a normal A‑tag parameter, it will convert it into a reference and try and call the accessor method. Or, if you're using public instance variables for some reason, it will just use those directly.
[19:11] This eliminates needing to have any code to instantiate the person edit page to pass the person to the person edit page to return it, so you get all those stupid little methods out of your class.
[19:24] ERX Inline template...
Man 2:  [19:29] I'm sorry, can you just go back one second. How does it know the person is named the attribute?
Chuck:  [19:34] Because over here it says person equals.
Man 3:  [19:42] Repeat the question.
Chuck:  [19:43] Oh sorry. He wants to know how it knows that person is the name of the attribute. What it does is it looks at the name of the bindings on them and it knows...OK page name is a special binding, idea is a special binding, class is a special binding, person isn't. It doesn't know anything about person so it assumes that person must be the name of the attribute on the target page. [20:03] It gets the value for current person, tells the page basically, take value, whatever current person is for key person.
Man 3:  [20:13] So that [inaudible 20:14] exception if it's not there?
Chuck:  [20:16] I would hope so.
Man 3:  [20:18] Can you have multiples?
Chuck:  [20:20] Yes. The only thing you can't do is use something that needs to be in an A‑tag, like ID or class or anything like that. Otherwise yeah, you can use multiple, it just figures it out as best it can with key value coding. [20:37] ERX Inline template. A frequent question on the mailing list is "How do I subclass this component? I've got this component, I like the code, I want a different UI."
[20:47] This is sort of a parallel to that and given that you have a string for the HTML, you have a string for the wad, if you're the wad file using type, like me. It allows you to literally generate a WO component on the fly as your page is rendered. In the example, it will make a bit more sense in a second. You can do wild and crazy stuff with this. This kind of idea is a staple of all the web objects CMS's out there. It makes your page even more dynamic than it normally is.
[21:24] Here is an example, ERX Inline template...It takes two parameters, one is a string for HTML, which is what would normally appear in the dot HTML of a component. The other is the wad which is what would normally appear in the wad file of the component.
Obviously if you're using [inaudible 21: [21:40] 41] , the new templating, like it's shown on here, you don't even need the wad string. Of course, because this is creating components on the fly, there is an overhead to this.
[22:00] If you want to avoid the overhead you can have Wonder cache the results of creating these components on the fly so they can reuse them. To do that there are two extra parameters you pass to this, cache key, which has to be unique for whatever the two strings are you're passing, and cache version, which is some computed version object.
[22:22] Whenever the value for the computed version object changes then the component gets removed the cache and rebuilt. The implementation of computed version object is, again, an exercise left to the reader.
Man 4:  [inaudible 22:39] [22:35] .
Chuck:  [22:45] The question is: Is HTML the contents of the HTML file or the name? It's the actual contents of what would normally be in the .html file with your component. If it's a big component it's going to be a big string, which is a good reason to make small, reusable components. Then you can use ERX inline template inside ERX inline template inside ERX inline template. [23:12] That's even more fun than properties. This one makes my head hurt. Every time I look at it, this makes my head hurt. Actually, WO component content makes my head hurt. This makes my head hurt on steroids.
Man 2:  [inaudible 23:35] [23:30] .
Chuck:  [23:35] Thank you. I appreciate that.
Man 2:  [inaudible 23:38] [23:37]
Chuck:  [23:39] You can ask about the really crazy stuff later. The limitation of WO component content in WebObjects is you can only have one of them, you can't have multiple of them. This removes that limitation. You can have as many as you want on the page and each one of them has a name, so you can figure out which one is which. [23:56] Our example here is going to be a dialogue component where we want the user of the component, not the user of the application, to be able to put in their own title area and their own content area. Hold onto your head. At the top we have the component, this is the implementation of what gets thrown on the screen. It's a very simple component. It's wrapped in a DIV and the DIV contains two other DIVs, one of which will contain whatever the title component is, which contain whatever the content is.
[24:30] Now, the important thing to notice, the dialogue component won't render there. It's just there to define things. It doesn't actually render on the page there. When you use it and call in the component, you can have these on the same page if you want to get really nuts.
[24:46] The calling component...So it says WO dialogue component. Then it has two ERX WO templates in it. The ERX WO template is what gets substituted into the ERX WO component content. The way it works is it matches up the template names on them.
So when it goes to post‑render the dialog components as "OK div, open div, open another div. Oh, I need a template." And it goes back to the calling component, finds the HTML that's in the ERX [inaudible 25: [25:04] 15] template with that title, copies it back into this component and then returns the whole thing to the other component.
Man 5:  [inaudible 25:26] [25:22] .
Chuck:  [25:27] No, I don't think I can repeat that.
Man 5:  [inaudible 25:35] [25:30] .
Chuck:  [25:33] Pardon?
Man 5:  [inaudible 25:37] [25:34] .
Chuck:  [25:38] And what does it solve? It's cool, yeah. It's just cool. There are a number of situations when you want to be able to define the structure of something and have multiple places inside of that that get done by the using page.
Man 5:  [inaudible 25:57] [25:55] .
Chuck:  [26:07] Yeah. Right, so what it allows you to do, in the dialog component, you define, say the layout for your dialog. You define how the dialog works, but not what's actually in the dialog. Then, on the page you're going to use it on, you say, "OK, I want a dialog and here's this part of the context. Here's this part of the context. Here's that part of the context. Go make it for me."
Man 5:  [inaudible 26:37 to 27:37] [26:38] .
Chuck:  [27:37] To give you another practical example of where this use is...What is it? Ajax In Place? Or, In Place Editing? Where the Ajax thing defines how the component works. There are two sort of views to the Ajax In Place component. One is the static display and the other one is the active editing display, with the "Save" and "Cancel" button on it. [27:56] So all the Ajax logic, all the switching back and forth between the states, all of that stuff, is done with ERX component contents, so that when you go to use it then on your page, you say, "OK, I want an Ajax In Place, and when it's not in editing, it looks like this. And when it's editing, it looks like that."
[28:14] So you define the presentation of it, where it gets used. There are multiple pieces of presentation that are then controlled by Ajax. I told you it would make your head hurt. It is awesome. Wrong button. I guess I'd better speed up here.
[28:53] ERX laurum ipsom generator. The laurum ipsom delores and Emmett, blah, blah, blah is something that is frequently used in design when you want to fill in an area with text so it looks kind of like English text but you don't actually want to type in real words. You don't want to go asdf, asdf, asdf on your keyboard. Basically, this just generates really quickly a bunch of strings out of that.
[29:15] Several methods on it. You can create by paragraph, by sentences, and by words. Obviously API, run through paragraphs, passing it through to the paragraph. You can use that to populate the fields either on your page or in your EOs and save them.
[29:34] Captchas and spam checks. Useful if you have a public facing site in this day of excess spam. Otherwise, as I've found as well, your nice academic site suddenly becomes an advertisement for the porno palace. Really. There is ERX simple spam check and what that does is it puts a hidden field in the form that has a bit of JavaScript so when the page renders the JavaScript takes a particular value, moves it into the hidden field, and if that's not the value submitted it says OK, that's not a person typing that in.
[30:08] Most of the spam bots they'll just see the hidden field, they'll see it has no value in it, they don't see the JavaScript, and they just slap something in there. It's a pretty simple way. ERX captchas. I'm sure everybody's probably seen the captchas now if you're making blog postings or whatever or comments on it. It's just a wrapper for Google's re‑captcha.
There's also the, what is it, [inaudible 30: [30:32] 36] , I don't know how to pronounce that, which checks blog comments for likely spam content.
[30:43] The way they work is they provide you with notification in two different ways. One is they'll call validation failed of exception on your page indicating that the value for that failed to validate because it came from a spam bot. There's also a valid binding on them so you can also check the valid binding true/false whether that's from a real person or not.
[31:06] Here's a very simple way of using it. This is the ERX simple spam check and it's just like any other input. You simply drop it on your forum. It doesn't need any other bindings. If you're going to use the validation failed of exception there you go. If somebody submits spam to your forum your validation failed method gets called. That's all you have to do.
[31:27] The other ones are equally simple to use. ERX RSS page. If you've got a collection of neo objects, you want to produce a simple RSS feed, you just put this on your page and use it. It takes a title, "URL feed description." It takes a list of items to show in the feed. Item is the single item under the more petition. You should all be familiar with that.
[31:56] Individual items. The GUI, the title, the link, the pub date, the author, and if you want something even more descriptive than that, it also takes a WO component content, though not the ERX WO component content. To put a content inside of that, I have a pretty simple example of that. Showing a description from a list of people, one person, and simply puts in their full name, a URL into your application to look at that person, which is up to you. Use ERS to make it, maybe.
[32:29] Sets the pub date as the person's creation date. It's a very simple way to make a simple RS page, and it takes, as you can see, very left get it to go.
[32:41] ERX with repetition. This is something you'll want to be using. This is almost a reason to move to Wonder, in and of itself. WO repetition by itself depends on the index of the item in the list that it's showing. Now, if the item changes, or the list changes, somebody sorts, it gets sorted in the background, because one of your other methods does that.
[33:01] If something gets deleted, if something gets added, if the user backtracks, then the link they think they're clicking on has a completely different meaning when it gets to the server. Because it's just looking at the index. It goes, "OK. Delete number seven. OK. Whatever number seven is, you're gone." This can cause big, bad impacts, if users delete something and backtrack, and try and delete something else, because what they delete is not what they think they're deleting.
[33:25] ERX WO repetition changes all that. It uses a key, instead of the index, to identify the item. It can tell, if you click "Delete Fred," and go back and click "Delete Mary," it goes back to the thing and says, "OK. That's Mary. That's the one they wanted to delete." There's a small risk of collision, because by default the key it uses is Java's hashcode.
[33:47] If you're concerned about that, you can also use a unique key. Assuming the objects in the list have something unique about them as a binding to prevent any possible collisions. That's a very useful thing to put in. Again, properties, properties, properties. ERX extensions, ERX WO repetitions, check hashcodes as true turns it on.
[34:11] I think it does nothing by default, if they don't match, or you can get it to throw an exception by turning on ER extensions, ERX WO repetition, raise an unmatched object, which will throw an exception on your page, and let you say to the user, "Hey, don't back track. That's not a good thing to do."
[34:27] If you don't want to use hashcodes for some reason, you can set the unique key binding on it. This can also make things a bit easier to read, if you're looking through the HTML, because instead of getting some long number, you get a catalog number in the URL's.
[34:47] External services. Various API's to external services you can just drop into your application. Google spell correct, which is just Google's "Did you mean this spelling correction?" ERX Yahoo content analysis service, which I've never used.
[35:05] Term extraction, which extracts important terms from text. Has uses in, say, lucene indexing, guessing ERX taggable tags. This service does require access keys issued by the service provider. You need to read the Java doc for how to do that.
[35:23] ERX enterprise object cache, very useful. This is what I've taken to using, instead of the EO shared editing context corrupts my application class. This does everything that does better and more. The one thing I'll say on it, before you start looking at the code, is that it was written to do one purpose, and then somebody added a bit to do something else, and then I added a bit to do something else. It's a Swiss army knife on it. You got to watch which blades you're pulling out of it.
[36:01] Basically, what it does is it caches EO's on a key path. That key path can be the global ID, it can be an attribute right on that object, or it can be an attribute that it's related to. You can filter the objects in the cache, and it dynamically updates. If you have, say, something in there with published equals true, in your cache, you say, "This cache is for published articles."
[36:22] Somebody goes in there and he un‑publishes it, it automatically gets removed from the cache. The cache will always keep updated the content according to the qualifier. It also has an optional timed expiration. Depending upon what you want, you may want to say, "OK. I want to cache objects for five minutes, but after that, if nobody's touched them in five minutes, get rid of it. Get it out of memory."
[36:45] I'll take a quick look at how to use it. There is a constructor that does almost everything. There are a few simplified versions of it. You should set "should retain objects" to true, or it won't. Originally, this was set up to be cache of global ID's. It provided you a cache of a keyed global ID, which is useful in some cases for things like the EO shared editing context.
[37:14] Where what you're really trying to do is avoid repeated fetches to the database. You don't want to cache just the GAD, you want the whole object. You probably want "should retain objects" as true. To set it up, you give it the entity name, you give it the key path into the object to get the unique value, by to cache it, an optional qualifier, a timeout for how long you want the objects to live. Zero is forever.
[37:36] "Should retain objects," which as we just said is true, and "should fetch initial objects." This is like a tongue twister. If you set "should fetch initial values," when you create the cache, it's going to go out to the database, and it's going to fetch everything from entity name that matches the qualifier.
[37:58] In a lot of cases, that's what you want. You've got a bunch of small lookup lists you want to keep in memory. That's fine. If you set it to false, then it will populate the cache on a "as demanded" basis. When you ask for an object, looks, "OK. It's not in the cache." Fetch it in from memory. Put it in the cache, and then give it back to you.
[38:14] It's your choice whether you want a lazy initialized cache or you want a fully initialized cache. Here's an example of how to use it. They mythical CMS page cache.
Man 6:  [inaudible 38:25] [38:26] .
Chuck:  [38:30] That's not my name for it. We're caching all the CMS pages, that entity. We're caching it based on the name key. We're assuming that each page has a unique name. The cache is only going to have published objects in it, and it's going to keep it alive for only 60 seconds. If nobody's asked to look at this article in 60 seconds, it gets tossed out of the cache again. [38:54] It shows you how to use it. Just get an editing context and use cache object for key. It needs an editing context, because the cache keeps the objects in its own editing context. You can't use that. You have to give it an editing context. It'll copy the object in there for you.
[39:10] You can see if you set publish to false, save changes, the notifications are caught, and the thing will get dumped out of the cache. ERX WO control utilities. Convert EO to GID, convert GID to EO. What this does is it goes through any collection of objects, whether it's a single object, an array, a dictionary; recursively down.
[39:32] Yes, Keron.
Keron:  [39:33] On the previous one, does it fetch timestamp lag on the editing context you're passing in affect...When the cached object goes in, because there are two of us. The editor context you're passing in has only, maybe 20 minute ago timestamp. Does the object still just get fetched again, anyway? Does it just copy? Does it just do [inaudible 39:55] .
Chuck:  [39:57] The question is, if the object from the cache is older than the fetched timestamp lag of the editing context that it's getting fetched into, what happens? The answer is that it's just doing fault for global ID. If the snapshot's too old for the editing context you're putting it into, it will refresh it from the database. In the majority of cases these are very static, long lived values that don't change frequently. [40:25] Actually, no. I'll have to look it up, because I added something into it for some combination of parameters, which I documented, by the way, that will keep the snapshots alive forever. It will never go back to the database for them. That's for the cases where you've got male, female, and it's highly unlikely "undecided's" going to get added to the database.
[40:51] Whoops. This convert EO to GID, convert GID to EO is useful when you want to pass enterprise objects from one place to another, like in a datastream. You can't pass the object itself, because it lives in an editing context.
[41:03] Basically, it sanitizes it. Takes all the data out of it, sticks it in with a global ID, push it over to the other side, wherever that happens to be, and then your reconstitute it by changing the global EO ID's back into actual EO objects. I've never used it, but it sounds pretty useful for some things.
[41:25] EO equals is a little bit of shorthand code, and I'm sure everybody knows you can't do equals equals on EO objects in different editing contexts. You can't do .equals. This is just the shorthand for saying EO object .global ID equals other EO object .global ID.
[41:42] The next one, aggregate function with qualifier is a really good way to keep database centric SQL out of your application. Pretty common thing to need to do min, max, average, count, yada, yada, yada. That lets you do it. You pass it a qualifier saying, "OK. I want the count of rows that match this qualifier. I want the maximum value of this attribute for rows that match this qualifier." It's all done with EOF generated SQL.
[42:09] Automatic batch faulting. This is another fun one. The problem people start out using WebObjects as they fetch an array of purged people, they put the list on the page, and they start iterating through it, and then they start noticing, "Wow, my app's really slow." Look at the SQL, and you can see it's going out to the database for everything. The solution to that is the pre‑batch...
Keron:  [inaudible 42:36] [42:34]
Chuck:  [42:36] Yes, the pre‑fetching relationships key path. I always want that name to be longer than it is. When you make a fetch [inaudible 42:46] , you say, "OK. When you fetch in this object, also fetch in all these other ones." What this does is it takes the onus off of you to set that up, and it puts it back in EOF and it lets EOF figure it out itself. [42:57] Again, the solution requires, yes, a property. ERX database context delegate.auto batch fetch size50.
[43:05] What this means is that you fetch in a list of things, and as you go through that, when you trip a fault, this will kick in and say, "OK. I'm supposed to fetch 50 of these. Rather than fetching one, I'm going to figure out the next 50 and fetch them in." It will fetch them in 50 as a time as you through, which is much, much better than one at a time.
Keron:  [43:22] If your innations are huge, it's going to cause problems. [inaudible 43:26] dedicated to avoid certain [inaudible 43:30] .
Chuck:  [43:32] I wasn't going to talk about that. That's too complicated. But yes...
Keron:  [inaudible 43:36] huge relationships between the objects, and each one is 100,000 possible iterations [inaudible 43:46] [43:36] on some of them.
Chuck:  [43:49] Well, it only fetches 50 at a time, though.
Keron:  [43:52] Is it going to spend a lot of time fetching?
Chuck:  [43:53] Possibly. Keron 's note is that you can tweak this so it doesn't...
Keron:  [43:57] Yeah, you can tweak it.
Chuck:  [43:58] ...Fetch everything blindly.
Keron:  [44:01] For certain things.
Chuck:  [44:03] You can ask Mike about that later.
Keron:  [44:06] This is only, especially regular EO's, it's not back fetching relationships.
Chuck:  [44:13] Yes.
Man 7:  [44:15] It's not a regular batch fetch on...
Man 8:  [44:17] No, wait. This is much fancier than a straight. [inaudible 44:18] It's looking, it tracks. When you fetch a group of people [inaudible 44:25] .
Chuck:  [44:29] OK. I think I can do this. When you fetch a group of people, it knows which people you fetch.
Man 8:  [44:34] No, I understand it's using a query to determine what that said is and what to do, but it's not doing too many relationships. Here is an example of how...
Man 7:  [44:43] I think you should ask, I think a different feature. [inaudible 44:45] batch fetch relationships.
Chuck:  [44:49] If this is when you trip the first person dot company relationship, you trip that fault, it goes back and says, "Hey, what were the other people that were fetched together with this one?" and automatically batch fetches those together with it.
Man 7:  [45:00] But not too many relationships? [overlapping speech]
Chuck:  [45:13] I don't know what you're thinking of to be honest.
Man 7:  [45:14] If you fetch person dot pense, and every other person in [inaudible 45:19] fetched all their pense, too. That's batch fetching, automatic batch fetching.
Man 8:  [45:28] That's this one, but yes, you can. Sure.
Man 9:  [45:31] Yeah, you can put in across the delegate, basically say, "Don't fetch people dot pense, " [inaudible 45:37] automatic batch fetching. I think [inaudible 45:36] specify the relationship [inaudible 45:38] .
Chuck:  [45:53] People are going to listen to this recording and go, "Huh?"There's a big quiet spot there.
Man 7:  [45:57] This is actually worth a lab discussion at some point, because it's a super magical, fancy thing that it's [inaudible 46:07] .
Chuck:  [46:10] The code behind this is quite interesting. If you're looking for a good read at night, the code behind this is quite interesting.
Man 7:  [inaudible 46:20] [46:18] .
Chuck:  [46:21] I'm actually not sure.
Man 7:  [46:24] I don't know if Wonder does, but I'm saying it could do...
Chuck:  [46:26] I know it could, I'm just not sure if Wonders does, or not.
Man 7:  [46:29] Hypothetically speaking.
Chuck:  [46:30] Hypothetically speaking. Anyway, this, for a lot of situations, can remove the need for you to go and specify the pre‑fetching for every single fetch you do. Here's how to set it up. We have a simple EO objects fetch specification. Do our fetch, get the people, call the company name, and it automatically goes through, fetches all the companies. If you attach it to a display group, it will only fetch the visible objects. It lets you go and look at the configuration, and only fetch the visible objects.
Man 7:  [47:08] I think you're right, because [inaudible 47:10] .
Chuck:  [47:16] When I was communing with the spirit, the sprit told me this was true.
Man 7:  [47:20] I think the fetch size could actually accompany any, in each batch, any in single query, but it won't do all of them. It's not the maximum number you've got. It is then further restricted by the display group.
Chuck:  [47:33] Yeah, it only fetches them in batch size number.
Man 7:  [47:35] But if you're doing it not in the display group, then you can trip it [inaudible 24:38] .
Chuck:  [47:43] You've got it set the auto batch fetch size to 50, so you're not going to trip everything.
Man 7:  [47:45] That's the number in a single query to get it...If the relationship is to a million records, it's going to go get all million.
Chuck:  [47:51] Oh, yes, yes. Yes, it would fire off 50 times the full too many relationship, which could be very unhappy. Automatically format, sorry. ERX unit aware decimal format. Any Americans in the room, you can just ignore this, because you don't use real measurement systems. This doesn't do wacky base 12 conversion. However, if you're using measurement systems that the rest of the world uses, like everybody else.
Man 7:  [inaudible 48:32] [48:29] .
Chuck:  [48:35] It will do bytes, which are pretty common, but it also does things like meters, grams. It does seconds? That's not very metric. Anyway, but what it does is it automatically scales the result to the level that people would expect to see it.
Man 7:  [inaudible 48:54] [48:53] .
Chuck:  [48:58] No, be quiet. No heckling. Take large numbers, and produce something meaningful like 1.15 gigabytes out of it. Pretty easy to use. You instantiate it, you tell it what it's formatting whether it's bytes, grams, or meters. Set the maximum number of digits after the decimal place, and give it a number. Away it goes. It'll figure out the rest of it for you. In some situations, it saves you a lot of work. [49:28] ERXJDBC adapter. Some of you have probably noticed, in WebObjects, when you connect to the database, you end up with two database connections. One of them gets a lot of transactions on it, and one of them gets nothing on it, almost. It's just a bug in the OF. What this does is, it fixes the bug, so that you don't have two hanging connections open.
[49:49] Two will get opened, one will get closed. It's very good for databases that you pay by the connection, because you don't really want to be paying for 50 percent more connections or 100 percent more connections than you need, for no value.
[50:03] The bug should be fixed in the OF, but until it is, this should just be the default for whatever you're using. Again, the property ERXJDBC adapter class name equals ERX extensions, ERXJDBC adapter. We've got to come up with shorter names.
Man 7:  [inaudible50:19] [50:20] .
Chuck:  [50:21] It should be, yeah. There's no reason for it not to be the default. ERX mutable URL. Mike says Java.net, that URL is garbage. You can ask him specifically why, later. Basically, because it's sort of like a smart string. ERX mutable URL is not. It gives you what you get out of Java net URL, and it gives you a mutable interface to it, and you do a whole lot of other things to it. Query parameters, weird URL's, take a quick look at it. [50:53] Here is how we set it up. You just give it a whole URL. You notice in there we've got a port number, we've got a parameter, we've got a reference number off of it. We can clean it up, we can set the reference to null, that deletes it. We can remove a query parameter by name. We can set a query parameter by name. We can set a query parameter by string, convert it back to a URL. Then off to a string. If you want to do anything more than very, very simple URL work, this is a lot better.
[51:24] ERX thread storage. This is very, very useful. What it does is it says each thread on the application can have its own context, which is effectively what's really happening in your application. A request comes in to WebObjects, and it's for a particular user, while that thread is going through to the response, that thread's always to the same user.
[51:46] Now, what's been a problem for a lot of time in the past is down in my EO objects, I need to know the user, but I don't know the user in EO layer, I know it in the session layer. I can pass my WO session down to my EO's, but then you start mixing the different architectural layers.
[52:03] What this does is it allows you to basically have a thread context, in addition to a WO context. It's very useful for things like the current user, the current session, which I don't really like putting into it. I try to keep things a bit more abstract. The user, the security context, things that make sense across a variety of different architectural layers.
[52:30] And it's just based upon key value coding. So it's the ERX storage value for keys value. Take value for key. To get objects in and out of it.
[52:44] Yep.
Man 7:  [inaudible 52:47] [52:45]
Chuck:  [53:23] Wherever the value is, this is storage that's attached to the Java thread. It's not attached to web objects classes, it's attached to the Java thread. And...
Man 7:  [inaudible 53:36] [53:37] .
Chuck:  [53:42] Yeah, it's just a dictionary attached to the thread but what it does is it allows you to treat information like the current user as the context of an operation rather than saying, "OK, here's our business objects." And all of a sudden, we're going to stick a web context in it. [53:59] So that puts your session down into your EO objects. Now, what happens if you start doing something else that's not, doesn't have a WO session? Then, so if you can do it and say, "OK, the current user is this," then it's legitimate for EO classes to say, "Who's the current user?" Without worrying whether that user came from a WO session or someplace else.
Man 7:  [inaudible 54:18] [54:19] .
Chuck:  [54:22] Yes, it's up to you to get the information in there.
Man 7:  [inaudible 54:25] [54:25] .
Chuck:  [54:26] Yes.
Man 7:  [inaudible 54:25] [54:27] .
Chuck:  [54:29] So I'd recommend not putting the session in there. I'd recommend putting things in the session in there so you don't have to pass the session around. ERX value utilities, I would say they're mostly useful when writing components, and it converts between a bunch of different types and it also gives you the value with default that you will find in the Web Objects 5.4 API. [54:56] So again, it's very useful when you're writing components and you want to get, you know, value for binding and say, "If that's null, then do this," you can just give it a default right away.
[55:05] ER memory adapter. It's like a neo adapter. It's very simple. It doesn't actually go to a database, it just keeps things in dictionaries in memory. And it's good when you want something simple, light, fast. You don't need persistent storage. It's not going to save it up to the file system for you anyplace. As soon as your app stops, it's gone.
[55:25] It's not an SQL database. It's just dictionaries in memory so you're not going to get any fancy SQL queries on it. To use this, you include the Java memory adapter framework, and use memory as either the adapter global or the adapter for a particular model name. And again, you can set that up in all sorts of wacky wonder properties.
[55:49] This is pretty cool. ER PDF Wrapper. And what this does is it takes any HTML and CS page and converts it into a PDF file for you. So all you have to do is just wrap the HTML opening and closing tags in this and return the page and name, you're done.
[56:09] Of course, it doesn't do any fancy things, so if your component's formatted enough to look nice on the screen, it's not going to automatically convert it to print‑friendly format. You're going to have to do that. But once you have a WO component, you want a PDF out of it, bang, you're done.
Man 7:  [inaudible 56:23] [56:26] .
Chuck:  [56:28] ERX WO [inaudible 56:29] template? Yes, yes. It would work with the ERX WO [inaudible 56:34] template.
Man 7:  [inaudible 56:34] [56:34] .
Chuck:  [56:38] Yeah, I'd say this was more of a quick and dirty way to get PDF reports out. I'm not even sure this is true that there's a profile explorer and a snapshot explorer in Wonder. Are these in another talk?
David:  [inaudible 56:55] [56:54] .
Chuck:  [56:56] "Briefly, yes," says a very strained‑looking David. They are cool, though. So when David's talking, pay attention. No pressure. No pressure.
Man 7:  [inaudible 57:07] [57:08]
Chuck:  [57:10] ERX response rate or delegate. What this does is it grabs all the resources that would come in your application, you know, Java Script files or images, all that kind of stuff, and allows you to swap one for the other. [57:27] So it's useful for things...You're using Java, the Ajax framework. The Ajax framework includes some resources and you don't really want that. I hit this because I was using something that required a different version of prototype than what shipped with the Ajax framework.
Man 7:  [inaudible 57:41] [57:42] .
Chuck:  [57:46] Yeah, so what this does is it allows you to say, "OK, when the app tries to put in this resource, put in this one instead." And again, as with everything in Wonder, there's a property for it. So it's ERX extensions, ERX response rate or resource, and it takes a framework or the word app for things that are in the application and file name. I guess they wouldn't be in the application at that point, would they? [58:11] They'd come out of a framework and then substitute it for the name in a different framework or the application in a resource name. For example, where we can say the "resource.ajax.prototype.js," so whenever you try to insert "prototype.js" from the ajax framework, instead insert "myprototype.js" from the application. So that allows you to use a different version of resources in a framework that you can't modify.
[58:39] If that's not enough for you, you can do it in Java. So if you need some sort of conditional logic, if you need to look up values, there's also a method on it. You can either do it like this with an anonymous internal class, you can stick it on application itself, and it gives you a framework and a file name. And you can say "Yes, no, include that," and you can also say to substitute a different resource for it.
This I was happy to see come into Wonder. Apply restricting qualifier and insert. If anybody's done single table insert, or single table inheritance, there's always that " [inaudible 59: [59:10] 17] from insertion method" where you're setting the type of it. Which always seemed kind of annoying to me because that type's already in the EO model and you have to make sure that your Java code and the model match up.
[59:29] Here you just set the property ERX enterprise object, apply restricting qualifier on insert. That makes new objects automatically match a qualifier. What it does is when you insert it it'll look it up on the EO model, figure out what it needs to be, and set the value in your object. You don't need any more await for insertion methods just to do that. It's a great way of doing things once in one place, guarantee that it matches, and you don't have to write any code.
[59:58] Secure disabled. You use Direct Connect. I hope people still aren't using Direct Connect, but I'm sure you're out there someplace. If you're using Direct Connect or you're using web server connect and you haven't set up SSL on your Mac then you're really pathetic. Assuming that actually is the case...
Mike:  [inaudible 60:26] [60:23] .
Chuck:  [60:33] OK, so Mike just said he's pathetic. No.
Mike:  [60:43] I'll challenge you. I'll give you a fresh box and I'll take a fresh box and you get your app running and I'll get my app running. I guarantee you my Direct Connect model will be running faster than yours with [inaudible 60:55] .
Chuck:  [60:54] With re‑write rules?
Mike:  [60:55] With anything.
Chuck:  [60:58] With re‑write rules? I still prefer running through a web server because I usually end up using things in it that I need Apache for anyway. Assuming you're using Direct Connect or you don't have SSL, the Direct Connect thing I can see. Not having SSL set up in a Mac box is kind of pathetic.
Mike:  [61:19] I agree.
Chuck:  [61:20] You can simply set this and what it says to Wonder is we're running in development mode. Whenever I tell you to go into secure mode don't do it, just pretend you did. It turns off all the HTTPS generation, as well for things going back to the browser. [61:37] ERX adapter channel delegate. Pretty useful for troubleshooting load problems in your application. If things are running slowly you can set it to log out the SQL statements that are running too slowly and you can set various thresholds of time for the log for J log level. If it's 100 milliseconds it's not so bad so we'll just info. If we're going over a second it better be a warning, going over 10 seconds it's an error.
[62:04] It does some other cool debugging stuff that I don't remember right now. Does it still log out the location of SQL? I think maybe that's my delegate. I have one that if it's too slow it'll log out the query but it'll also do a stack trace on where it came from.
Mike:  [62:21] Yeah, that's what it does.
Chuck:  [62:22] That's what it does with you? It's very good for pinpointing in your applications where slow queries are coming from.
Mike:  [inaudible 62:28] [62:29] .
Chuck:  [62:36] Logging info won't but the statement in the error gives you a full stack trace. Here's an example of how to turn it on. You just set enabled equals true and then trace.milliseconds. I don't know why it says trace. Then the number of milliseconds that trips each level. Was that it? Really?
Mike:  [63:07] Yeah.
Chuck:  [63:10] OK. Now I summon the ghost of Mike [inaudible 63:14] .
Mike:  [63:16] A little background here. Some of you know I don't work for Apple. This is why I like giving this talk. If anybody asks any questions about things that I can't talk about them I can't talk about them. If I happen to talk to them, do not talk to Apple Insider about them. Then next year I'll be able to talk about them. You can record. I'm approved to do Q and A, just not aimed about news that I can't...
Chuck:  [63:47] If he just goes, "Mmm" and shrugs then you're not allowed to ask that question. I either went too fast or too slow.
Man 7:  [64:03] The last one we just saw, the SQL logging, the milliseconds, that's only for a single long roundtrip SQL or is it if a bunch of little stuff is happening?
Mike:  [64:18] Just one. Each individual expression evaluation. Oh sorry.
Man 3:  [inaudible 64:23] [64:22] .
Man 1:  [64:25] What?
Man 3:  [64:26] Thank you.
Mike:  [64:32] Can you hear me? There we go. Did that first answer record? No? Yeah, it's a single call to evaluate expression. Yeah, if you have a bunch of individual SQL statements that are adding up to something expensive, you want to use PF profiler to figure that out, stay for the next talk, or the later talk...I'm amazed.
Man 4:  [65:03] On the ERX thread storage, question, I don't mean to get too detailed, but you're saying set the key path somewhere in the session so that when your EO wants to know the current user it can look at EO thread storage. Take value for key should be set in session awake. [65:28] So when you're auditing access to your EO you can call thread storage "get value for keys." Is that what you're saying?
Mike:  [65:36] Yeah, it's literally just an NSD [inaudible 65:39] map, whatever. It's literally just a dictionary hanging on a thread local. So the key is up to you, it's an arbitrary key. So whatever key you want to use, you just say, current user and stick the EO into it.
Man 4:  [65:54] I don't imagine that would...You would pass something...This is mixing talks, I was thinking about runnable. It doesn't follow the EO necessarily.
Mike:  [66:07] It happens that ERX thread storage uses an inheritable thread local, which will, by default, come across to the next thread. But it's a terrible idea to use it. You'll actually get a warning now. I think, did you add that? Somebody added into Wonder, there's a check now where it actually warns you if you try to touch context or session in the inherited thread local. [66:27] There's also a property to make it no longer be an inherited thread local, which I wanted to turn on years ago, but I got scared. I was afraid of breaking something very subtly.
[pause]
Man 5:  [66:47] It's not so much a question, I just wanted to add something about the, you know the SQL and the timing here? There's another great class in Wonder called ERX Statistics Storage.
Mike:  [66:58] ERX Statistics Store.
Man 5:  [66:59] That does a similar thing for requests, you can set thresholds and it'll send you an email or a warning telling you if requests take longer than 10 seconds, 15 seconds, 30 seconds. It'll warn you if a page goes more than 60 seconds or something, it sends you a dead lock warning on the page as well. It's similar to this, but it's for page requests rather than SQL requests. I just wanted to mention that.
Mike:  [67:22] Thank you.
Man 6:  [67:31] I've got a quick question about the ERX WO repetition. Based on my understanding you can use it kind of as a drop‑in replacement for WO repetition.
Mike:  [67:41] Yeah.
Man 6:  [67:44] Is it, by default, using Wonder...The patcher as a replacement for WO repetition?
Mike:  [67:56] If it does it's turned off by default. I don't think it even does. So the deal is it's a drop in replacement, except that if you turn it on it's not going to drop in replace because it's way more restrictive. So it could cause an exception to be thrown where an exception might not have been thrown before. So we don't turn it on by default.
Man 3:  [68:17] I think it's patched in.
Mike:  [68:18] It might be patched in, but just not on. I don't remember exactly now. I don't think it's actually patched in. I think I made a quasi‑executive decision not to patch it in because it was a little too different. I didn't want to break people's stuff accidently. You can patch it in, though. In your ad constructor you an underscore NS utility, set class, with... [68:45] ... You're especially just... Oh, whatever. It's like a cover, it's like all it does is patch through to that anyway. But yeah, you can manually patch it in. You can replace quote, WO repetition with ERX repetition if you want. ERX WO repetition, whatever it is.
Man 1:  [68:59] Thank you.
Mike:  [69:01] Yeah. In all my apps I turned it on everywhere. In my opinion, it's better to turn it on and then fix the individual case. You can turn it off on an individual basis. It's better to turn it on, and find a problem that you didn't know you had. [69:15] Oh I remember, I think that the problem that you run into is if you have a repetition over objects that have a custom implementation of halves cut into equals, and it's something that isn't quite reliable enough. Like you might actually have two objects that are equivalent to each other, but aren't actually the same for the purposes of deleting. Basically there's a really weird little edge case where you might break.
[69:39] But I'd rather turn that one off in particular than to try to go through and turn all of them on that do work. To me it's always easier to find the exceptional case. And it fixes a really nasty assumption of a bunch of problems, by using it. Wow, really, I thought there'd be lot more. All right.
Man 4:  [70:05] Someone met Rick West. So is anyone here that is a Wonder committee come up front, so we can put a name on the face.
Mike:  [70:15] Who else has committee access?
Man 4:  [70:18] Besides Mike and Chuck...I think it's a hard drive problem again. Every time you went to Montreal...
Mike:  [70:34] Yeah. Andro, Dace, Ravi, a bunch of other Apple people. Let me see. I don't think Ravi's here yet...You should. You will be. So go ahead and stand up curate.
Man 5:  [70:49] There's so many...
Man 6:  [70:51] We're voting today.
Mike:  [70:52] Yeah, we'll add him today. [applause]
Mike:  [70:56] And there's somebody else.
Man 2:  [70:59] And Ramsey is going to be coming.
Man 4:  [71:01] Who?
Man 2:  [71:01] Ramsey.
Man 4:  [71:02] Ramsey is...
Mike:  [71:03] Right.
Man 1:  [71:05] He's the next speaker.
Mike:  [71:08] I emailed Andro a couple of days ago and I said, "Why don't we just add Ramsey? He has a bunch of patches that seemed to be really good. " And he said, "OK, just add him. I don't want any of that plus one crap on the mailing list." Apparently Andro get plus infinity and can override any plus one and things. So yeah, you want me to. I just honestly haven't had a chance to do it. So there you go. Two new Wonder commissions.
Man 5:  [71:37] So maybe later when everyone's here we can have a big group hug.
Man 6:  [71:47] Over in that pink section.
Man 7:  [71:48] Why haven't you applied my patch yet?
Mike:  [71:50] I tried. Once every month there's like one day where a thousand patches go in, and then people complain because they break down. I mean we use Wonder [inaudible 71:59] harder to apply these patches.
Man 2:  [inaudible 72:04] [72:03] .
Mike:  [72:08] Are we under time? Amazing. Cool. All right, thank you everybody. [applause]
[end] [72:15]
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